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Abstract
This paper proposes the use of Stochastic Automata Networks (SAN) to develop
models that can be efficiently applied to a large class of parallel implementations:
master/slave (m/s) programs. We focus our technique in the description of the
communication between master and slave nodes considering two standard behaviors:
synchronous and asynchronous interactions. Although the SAN models may help
the pre-analysis of implementations, the main contribution of this paper is to point
out advantages and problems of the proposed modeling technique.
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Introduction

Performance evaluation is, or at least should be, a primary concern of parallel
program developers. Unfortunately, most of this concern does not appear
early enough in the development process. Execution trace techniques and
visualization tools [23,13,22] offer important information about performance of
an existing parallel implementation, but if you have a trace of execution much
of the implementation effort was already done. Benchmarks [2,10] contribute
to generic, and yet useful, information about an execution platform. However,
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in the absence of a formal approach to model the interaction of a designed
parallel program, it can be very hard to correctly estimate the behavior of its
implementation before starting the programming phase.
To cope with this problem, we propose the use of modeling formalisms
to describe and analyse the designed implementation and its platform. We
believe that such modeling may furnish good estimation on the implementation behavior in quite early stages of the parallel program development. The
main difficulty in doing so is the (usually great) complexity in developing performance models. In fact, the development of an accurate model demands
as much understanding of parallel programs as performance issues. Thus, it
would be very interesting to relieve the parallel programmers from this performance analysis skills burden.
Although far from an automated generator of performance models [21],
we propose some modeling techniques that can be efficiently applied to a
large class of parallel implementations: the master/slave (m/s) programs,
e.g., bag of tasks solutions [1]. We focus our technique in the description of
the communication between master and slave nodes considering two standard
behaviors: synchronous and asynchronous interaction. Our experience in the
matter suggests that the adequate modeling of the communication is the key
issue to develop models for such parallel programs. This paper contribution
is based on the real case study of a classical parallel application to, hopefully,
describe in the same manner any m/s parallel program implementation.
The next section informally presents the Stochastic Automata Networks
(SAN) formalism [17] with a minimum of details. Section 3 briefly describes
the concept of m/s programs and the possible kinds of interaction between
master and slave nodes, as well as it presents the generic m/s models using
the SAN formalism. To illustrate our approach, Section 4 presents a practical
case example: the implementation choices for a parallel version of the Propagation Algorithm. Section 5 shows the SAN models describing the possible
implementations of the Propagation Algorithm. Section 6 presents the analysis of performance indices for the presented models. Finally, the conclusion
summarizes our contribution and suggests future works.

2

Stochastic Automata Networks

The SAN formalism was proposed by Plateau [16] and its basic idea is to
represent a whole system by a collection of subsystems with an independent
behavior (local transitions) and occasional interdependencies (functional rates
and synchronizing events). The framework proposed by Plateau defines a
modular way to describe continuous and discrete-time Markovian models [17].
However, only continuous-time SAN will be considered in this paper, although
discrete-time SAN can also be employed without any loss of generality.
The SAN formalism describes a complete system as a collection of subsystems that interact with each other. Each subsystem is described as a stochas2
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tic automaton, i.e., an automaton in which the transitions are labeled with
probabilistic and timing information. Hence, one can build a continuous-time
stochastic process related to SAN, i.e., the SAN formalism has exactly the
same application scope as Markov Chain (MC) formalism [20,6]. The state of
a SAN model, called global state, it is defined by the cartesian product of the
local states of all automata.
There are two types of events that change the global state of a model:
local events and synchronizing events. Local events change the SAN global
state passing from a global state to another that differs only by one local
state. On the other hand, synchronizing events can change simultaneously
more than one local state, i.e., two or more automata can change their local
states simultaneously. In other words, the occurrence of a synchronizing event
forces all concerned automata to fire a transition corresponding to this event.
Actually, local events can be viewed as a particular case of synchronizing
events that concerns only one automaton.
Each event is represented by an identifier and a rate of occurrence, which
describes how often a given event will occur. Each transition may be fired as
result of the occurrence of any number of events. In general, non-determinism
among possible different events is dealt according to Markovian behavior, i.e.,
any of the events may occur and their occurrence rates define how often each
one of them will occur. However, from a given local state, if the occurrence
of a given event can lead to more than one state, then an additional routing
probability must be informed. The absence of routing probability is tolerated
if only one transition can be fired by an event from a given local state.
The other possibility of interaction among automata is the use of functional rates. Any event occurrence rate may be expressed by a constant value
(a positive real number) or a function of the state of other automata. In opposition to synchronizing events, functional rates are one-way interaction among
automata, since it affects only the automaton where it appears.
Fig. 1 presents a SAN model with two automata, four local events, one
synchronizing event, and one functional rate. In the context of this paper, we
will use roman letters to identify the name of events and functions, and greek
letters to describe constant values of rates and probabilities.
A(1)

A(2)
Type Event Rate
0(2)

0(1)

e2 (π1)

e4

e1

e2 (π2)

1(1)

e5

e2

2(2)

1(2)
e3

f=



st A(2) == 0


(2)



∗λ +





st A(2) == 2(2) ∗ γ

Fig. 1. Example of a SAN model
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In the model of Fig. 1, the rate of the event e1 is not a constant rate, but
a functional rate f described by the SAN notation 7 employed by the PEPS
tools [4]. The functional rate f is defined as:



λ if automaton A(2) is in the state 0(2)


f = 0 if automaton A(2) is in the state 1(2)



 γ if automaton A(2) is in the state 2(2)

The firing of the transition from 0(1) to 1(1) state occurs with rate λ if
automaton A(2) is in state 0(2) , or γ if automaton A(2) is in state 2(2) . If
automaton A(2) is in state 1(2) , the transition from 0(1) to 1(1) state does not
occur (rate equal to 0).
The use of functional expressions is not limited to event rates. In fact,
routing probabilities also may be expressed as functions. The use of functions
is a powerful primitive of the SAN formalism, since it allows to describe very
complex behaviors in a very compact format. The computational costs to
handle functional rates has decreased significantly with the developments of
numerical solutions for the SAN models, e.g., the algorithms for generalized
tensor products [4]. Fig. 2 presents the equivalent MC model to the SAN
model in Fig. 1.
λ
1(1) 0(2)

0(1) 0(2)

µπ2

δ

0(1) 2(2)

δ
µπ1

τ
σ

τ

1(1) 2(2)

0(1) 1(2)

σ

1(1) 1(2)

γ

Fig. 2. Equivalent Markov Chain to the SAN model in Fig. 1

It is important to notice that only 5 of the 6 states in this MC model are
reachable. In order to express the reachable global states of a SAN model, it
is necessary to define a (reachability) function. For the model in Fig. 1, the
reachability function must exclude the global state 1(1) 1(2) , thus:



Reachability = ! st A(1) == 1(1) && st A(2) == 1(2)

3

Master/Slave paradigm for parallel programs

In the m/s paradigm, one master node generates and allocates work, usually
called tasks, to N slave nodes. Each slave node receives tasks, computes them,
7

The interpretation of a function can be viewed as the evaluation of an expression of nontyped programming languages, e.g., C language. Each comparison is evaluated to value 1
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and sends the result back. Thus, master node is responsible for receiving and
analyzing the computed results by slave nodes (summation).
This paradigm is generally suitable for shared-memory or message-passing
platforms, since the interaction is naturally two-way. The main problem with
m/s paradigm is that the master may become a bottleneck. This may happen
if the tasks are too small or if there are too many slaves connected to one
master. The choice of the amount of work in each task is called granularity.
One of the main performance issues in parallel programming is the choice
between many small tasks (fine grain) or few large tasks (coarse grain).
According to how the master distributes tasks and collects results from
the slaves, we present two different kinds of m/s implementations: programs
with synchronous or asynchronous interaction 8 . A program is said to have
synchronous interaction when the tasks need to be performed in phases, i.e.,
all tasks in each phase must finish before the distribution of next phase tasks.
In opposition, the interaction between the master and the slaves is called asynchronous when the master distributes new tasks every time a slave finishes its
computation. Such interaction may reduce waiting time considering a nondeterministic distribution of slave requests (tasks have an unknown computational cost). In this context, the master node usually implements a waiting
buffer in order to deal with simultaneous arrivals of results from slaves.
3.1 Generic model for m/s parallel programs
Regardless of interaction type, the SAN generic models to m/s parallel programs are composed of an automaton to each node. Master automaton (see
Fig. 3) is composed of three states:
•

IT x : representing the initial transmission of tasks to slave nodes;

•

T x : representing the transmission of new tasks to slave nodes; and

•

Rx : representing the reception of computed results from slave nodes.
M aster
Tx

c

r1 ..rN

s

Rx

down

up

IT x

Fig. 3. Master automaton

Each automaton Slave(i) (see Fig. 4), where i = 1 . . . N , is also composed
of three states:
•

I : representing the slave node without tasks to process (idle);

8
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•

P r : representing the slave node processing a task; and

•

T x : representing the slave node transmitting results back to the master
node.
Slave(i)
down
I

up
s

down

down
ri(1 − π)

Pr

ri(π)

pi
Tx

Fig. 4. Slaves automata

There are six distinct events in the generic model composed of those 1 + N
automata: up, s, pi , ri , c, and down. The program execution begins with
event up. Event s corresponds to the sending of tasks to the slaves. Event pi
represents the processing stop of a task by the ith slave. After this stop, event
ri indicates the sending of results from the ith slave back to the master. If the
ith slave needs to continue the task execution, events pi and ri (π) will occur
successively until the ending of the task execution. On the other hand, when
there is no more points to be evaluated, the slave transmits a pack through
the occurrence of event ri (1 − π) and returns to idle state. The numerical
value of π must be estimated according to information known by the parallel
programmer. After receiving a result from one of the slave nodes, the master
node performs the summation represented by event c. When all needed work
were done, event down represents the ending of the parallel application and
the returning to the initial situation. Note that event down may happen even
if the slaves are in P r or T x states.
According to specific characteristics of each modeled application, some
additional features must be added to this generic model. For example, in
asynchronous models, event s must be split in N events si (i = 1..N ), each
one representing the sending of a task to the ith slave. Synchronous models
have only one event s, because all slaves receive tasks at the same time. Also,
the passage of results from slaves to master is usually performed using a buffer.
In that case an additional automaton may be included and the events ri and
c will not directly synchronize master with slaves, but slaves with buffer, and
buffer with master respectively (see asynchronous model in Section 5.1).
The numerical value for the rate of each event will depend on a variety of
characteristics, e.g., problem size, granularity, nodes processing power, communication speed, etc. This mapping of real case information to numerical
values, called parameterization, is a crucial point in the model development.
Unfortunately, such mapping seems quite dependent on the particularity of
each implementation. In Section 5, we provide two practical cases of parameterization, one considering a synchronous implementation, and the other
considering the analogous asynchronous version of the same application.
6
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Case study: The Propagation Algorithm

Image-based interpolation is a method to create smooth and realistic virtual
views between two original view points. One of the major computational
cost phases of this method is the one related to the construction of a dense
matching map between the original scenes [5]. In this section, we briefly
discuss some relevant details about the implementation of a region growing
algorithm called Propagation [14]. Later, a parallel version for this algorithm
is also briefly presented.
4.1 Basic Propagation Algorithm
The Propagation Algorithm is based on a classic region growing method for
image segmentation [15] which uses pixel homogeneity. However instead of
using pixel homogeneity property, a similar measure based on the matches
correlation score is adopted [14]. This propagation strategy could also be
justified because the seed pairs are composed by points of interest, which are
the local maxima of the textureness. Thus, these matches neighbors are also
strongly textured, which allows good propagation even though they are not
local maxima.
Points of interest [12,19] are naturally good seed point candidates because
they represent the points of the image which have the highest textureness.
These points are detected in each separated image. Next, they are matched
using the ZNCC (zero-mean normalized cross correlation) measure. At the
end of this phase, a set of seed pairs is ready to be used to bootstrap a region
growing type algorithm, which propagates the matches in the neighborhood
of seed points from the most textured pixels to the less textured ones.
The neighborhood N5 (a, A) of pixels a and A is defined as being all pixels
within the 5x5 window centered at these two points (one window per image).
For each neighboring pixel in the first image, a list of match candidates is
constructed. This list consists of all pixels of a 3x3 window in the corresponding neighborhood in the second image. The complete definition of the
neighborhood N (a, A) of pixel match (a, A) is given by:
N (a, A) = {(b, B ), b ∈ N5 (a), B ∈ N5 (A), (B − A) − (b − a) ∈ {−1, 0, 1}2 }.
The input of the algorithm is the set Seed that contains the current seed
pairs. This set is implemented by a heap data structure for a faster selection
of the best pair. The output is an injective displacement mapping Map that
contains all good matches found by the Propagation Algorithm. Let s(x) be
an estimation of the luminance roughness for the pixel x, which is used to stop
propagation into insufficiently textured areas. And let t be a constant value
that represents the lower luminance threshold accepted on a textured area.
Briefly, all initial seed pairs are starting points of concurrent propagations.
At each step, a match (a, A) with the best ZNCC score is removed from the
7
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Algorithm 1. The Propagation Algorithm
1: while Seed 6= ∅ do
2:
pull the best match (a, A) from Seed
3:
Local ← ∅
4:
{store in Local new candidate matches}
5:
for all (x, y) ∈ N (a, A) do
6:
if ((x, ∗), (∗, y) ∈
/ Map) and (s(x) > t, s(y) > t) and (ZN CC(c, d) > 0.5)
then
7:
Local ← (x, y)
8:
end if
9:
end for
10:
{store in Seed and Map good candidate matches}
11:
while Local 6= ∅ do
12:
pull the best match (x, y) from Local
13:
if (x, ∗), (∗, y) ∈
/ Map then
14:
Map ← (x, y), Seed ← (x, y)
15:
end if
16:
end while
17: end while

current set of seed pairs. Then, the algorithm looks for new matches in its
match neighborhood. When it finds one, it is added to the current seed pairs
set and also to the set of accepted matches which is under construction.
An example of the sequential propagation program execution can be observed on Fig. 5. The squared regions in both images show the extension of
the matched regions obtained from the seed matches.

Fig. 5. Propagation example using the House pair

4.2 Parallel implementation
Parallel implementation for the Propagation Algorithm discussed on this section was developed in order to allow the use of this new algorithm on real
situations. Thus, it was necessary to achieve better performances without
using parallel programming models oriented to very expensive (but not frequently used) machines. Useful parallel versions for this algorithm should run
distributed over several processors connected by a fast network. Therefore,
the natural choice was a cluster with a message passing programming model.
8
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As presented in the previous section, the Propagation Algorithm advances
by comparing neighbors pixels through out the source images. From some
seed pairs, it can form large matching regions on both images. In fact, a
single seed pair can start a propagation that grows through a large region
over the images. This freedom of evolution guarantees the algorithm to achieve
good results in terms of matched surfaces. Another characteristic is that the
algorithm is based on global best-first strategy to choose the next seed pair
that will start a new propagation, which also have a direct effect on the final
match quality. These two characteristics are hard to deal with if one wants to
propose a parallel distributed version of the algorithm without loosing quality
at the final match. The best-first strategy implementation is based on a global
knowledge of the seed pairs set, which is not appropriated to a non-shared
memory context. In addition, the freedom of evolution through out the images
assumes that the algorithm knows the entire surface of the images. This can
create a situation in which several processors are propagating over the same
regions at the same time creating a redundancy of computation (Fig. 6).
Image Surface

Redundancy

Seed Points

Matched Surfaces

Fig. 6. Redundancy problem

Besides, it is not possible to know in advance how many new matches a
seed pair will generate. Thus, from a parallel point of view, the Propagation
Algorithm is an irregular and dynamic problem which exhibits unpredictable
load fluctuations. Therefore, it requires the use of some load balancing policy
in order to achieve a more efficient parallel solution.
The solution proposed in [9] is based on a master-slave paradigm. One
processor (master) will be responsible for distributing the work and centralizing the final results. The others (slaves) will be running the propagation
algorithm each one using a subset of the seed pairs and knowing a pair of
corresponding slices over the images (coordinates of target slice). The master
distributes the seed pairs over the nodes considering their location over the
slices (see Fig. 7). This procedure replaces the global best-first strategy by
several local best-first ones. Each local seed pairs subset is still implemented
as a heap which is ordered by the pair ZNCC score. This strategy minimizes
the problem of loosing quality at the final match.
9
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3
5

Slices Selection

Heap Slice 1

1

Slice 1

2
Slice 2
Heap Slice 2

Global Seed Pairs Heap

4

Slice 3

Heap Slice 3

Fig. 7. Seed pairs heap distribution over the slices

Once the problem with the global best-first strategy is solved, it still remains the problem with the algorithm limitation of evolution over the images.
As said before, each node can propagate just over the surface of its associated
slice in order to avoid computation redundancy. But, forbidding the evolution
out of the associated slice generates two kinds of losses. First, some matches
are not done because they are just at the border of one slice and one of its
points is placed outside. Second, some regions in one slice may not be reached
by any propagation started by a seed pair located inside of its surface, but
instead they could be reached by a propagation started at a neighbor slice.
Such limitation is partially solved by a technique called flexible slices [9].
This technique allows the Propagation Algorithm to expand through the surface of its neighbor slices in a controlled way. As shown on Fig. 8, each
processor works over its own associated slice, but it also knows its neighbor
slices and it has the permission to propagate over them. But still, it is not
interesting to leave the Propagation Algorithm free to compute its neighbors
entire surface. This may cause the computation of too many repeated matches.
To avoid that, each processor has the permission to compute just over a percentage of its neighbors surface. This percentage, called overlap, is related to
the number of slices. A large number of slices implies in thinner slices. In this
case, it is acceptable to allow a processor to advance over a large percentage
of its neighbors surfaces. On the other hand, a small number of slices implies
in larger slices. Here, the algorithm must not propagate too much over the
neighbors’ surface.
Image Surface
Slice 1

Slice 2

Slice 3

}
50% extension

Slice 4

}

Slice 5

Slice 6

Seed Points

Matched Surfaces

Fig. 8. Flexible slices approach
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The last problem to deal with in the parallelization of the Propagation
Algorithm is the load balancing. If the source images are divided into more
slices than the number of nodes available, the load balancing strategy adopted
is:
(i) the master divides the set of seed pairs into subsets based on their location
over the slices;
(ii) each slave receives one slice with its associated subset;
(iii) each slave computes its own subset of seed pairs;
(iv) when there is no more seed pairs to compute, the slave sends a signal to
the master;
(v) if there are available slices remaining, the master send it to an available
slave;
Actually, the master has a queue of slices, organized by their position over
the images. To choose which slice will be sent to an available slave, the master
simply gets the first slice of this queue. In fact, the master sends a new seed
pairs subset (coordinates of the slice) to the slave.
Finally, it is important to mention that the master must receive all matches
generated by the slaves and it must filter unavoidable duplicated ones. To send
these final matches to master, each slave has a communication buffer which
is filled progressively as the Propagation Algorithm advances. A buffer, when
it is full, is sent to master and the slave immediately returns to its execution.
All slaves do the same procedure, in a way that forces the master to have a
receiving queue. When a slave reaches the end of its seed pairs subset, it sends
an incomplete buffer to the master. When the master receives an incomplete
buffer, it knows that the sender has finished its work and sends a new slice
(seed pairs subset) back to it (if there are available subsets).

5

Modeling examples

This section proposes two distinct models to two quite different approaches to
parallelisation of the Propagation Algorithm presented previously.
Our analysis of the sequential Propagation Algorithm indicates that a m/s
implementation would be more efficient using asynchronous interaction between the master and the slaves, i.e., the master does not distribute and
collect results from the slaves in phases. In this section, we use SAN to model
both synchronous and asynchronous m/s implementations in order to confirm
(in Section 6) if our pre-implementation analysis of the Propagation Algorithm
is corrected.
5.1 Asynchronous implementation model
Fig. 9 presents the SAN asynchronous model which contains one Master automaton, one Buffer automaton, and N Slave(i) (i = 1..N ) automata.
11
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Slave(1)

Buffer

Tx

c(g2)

s1 ..sN

up
s1

down
K −1

down
c(g1)

Rx

..
up

down

down
c

r1 (π)

up
si

down
down
r1 (1 − π)

Pr

c

r1..rN

syn

ri (π)

p1

down
ri (1 − π)

Pr

...

pi

up
sN

down

...

0

Tx

Tx

down
rN (1 − π)

Pr

rN (π)

pN

r1..rN
IT x

Type Event Rate

I

I

down

c

r1..rN

down

down

I

K

Slave(N )

Slave(i)

down

Tx

up

λ

syn down

µ

syn

c

σ

syn

si

δ

syn

ri

α

loc

pi

γ

down

g1 = (nb[Slave(1)..Slave(N ) ]I == 0)

g2 = (nb[Slave(1)..Slave(N ) ]I > 0)

Fig. 9. SAN asynchronous model for the Propagation Algorithm

Master automaton is responsible for the distribution of slices (tasks) to
slaves and analysis of final matches (results) evaluated by them. This automaton has three states (IT x, T x and Rx) which mean respectively: the
initial transmission of all seed pairs to the slaves; the transmission of new
slices to the slaves; and the reception of final matches evaluated by the slaves.
Synchronizing event up sends the initial slices to all slaves, starting a new
program execution. On the other hand, synchronizing event down ends one
execution of an application. The occurrence of this event indicates that all
automata must change their actual state for the initial one.
Synchronizing event si represents the sending of a new slice to the ith
slave. Automaton Master consumes final matches evaluated by the slaves
through synchronizing event c, consuming results from a repository (automaton Buffer ). Since this SAN model has asynchronous characteristics, the results generated by the slave nodes are stored on this repository. Therefore,
master node does not need to synchronize the reception of results sent by
slaves.
When synchronizing event c occurs, the master node may have two behaviors. In the first one, indicated by functional probability 9 g1 , master stays on
receiving and analyzing results. In the second one, functional probability g2
indicates that a slave node is in idle state, so master must send him a new
slice.
Finally, automaton Slave(i) represents the ith slave and it has three states:
I (idle), P r (processing) and T x (transmission). Slave(i) finishes a final match
through the occurrence of local event pi . Synchronizing event ri represents the
reception of final matches from Slave(i) by Buffer. The slave transmits a pack
(final matches) and returns to P r state with a probability π, when there still
exists points to be evaluated. On the other hand, when there is no more points
to be evaluated, the slave transmits a pack with probability 1 − π and returns
to idle state. The numerical values of π and the rates of all events must be
estimated according to information known by the parallel programmer. In the
next section, we present how to map this information into model parameters.
9
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5.1.1 Assigning parameters
This section shows how to assign numerical values to the event rates and
probabilities. Some parameters are given by the developer (input values of the
model), whereas other are evaluated using those input values. We will describe
the choice of those values considering the processing of the image in Fig. 5, and
the characteristics of an homogeneous COW (Cluster of Workstations) with
Pentium III 1.0 GHz and Myrinet network. Obviously, other environments or
other workloads would have different input parameters.
Some variables were created to help the parameter definition. Let BL be
the slaves buffer length, which was fixed with corresponding value of 64KB
size (' 5.500 points). The percentage of slices extension of one slave over
its neighborhoods (P S) was also fixed with value 0.5. Another fixed value is
the number of points (N P ) on the input image: 230.000 points 10 . Obviously,
the quality of the prediction is quite dependant on the accuracy of such input
parameters. Finally, number of slices (N S) describes the number of tasks in
which the problem will be split (granularity).
From those input values, we can calculate the real number of points (RN P )
to be evaluated (N P plus redundancy):


NP
(1)
RN P = 2 ∗ (1 + P S) + (N S − 2) ∗ (1 + 2P S) ∗
NS
Hence, it was easy to estimate the average number of buffers (N B) for
each slice:


RN P
NB =
(2)
BL ∗ N S
Probability π of the event ri (automaton Slave(i) ) is given by:
π=

NB − 1
NB

(3)

Rates for events ri , pi , si and c were obtained with some statistical measurements performed through some sample programs over the target architecture.
Rate of synchronizing events si (δ) and ri (α) correspond, respectively, to send
a new task (TT) to a slave and send back a result pack (TP) containing final
matches, given by:
1
1
δ=
and α =
(4)
TT
TP
In a similar way, rate of events pi (γ) and c (σ) correspond to the time spent
on computing final matches (CM ) and evaluating results (ER) respectively.
Those event rates are defined by:
γ=
10

1
1
and σ =
CM
ER

This number of points was taken from the real image presented in Fig. 5.
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Synchronizing event down (µ) has an insignificant time, so an arbitrary
high rate (µ = 1000) was adopted. Finally, synchronizing event up is associated with the time spent on sending tasks to slaves, similar as event si . Thus,
its rate (λ) can be obtained by:
λ=

1
, where N = number of slaves
TT ∗ N

(6)

5.2 Synchronous implementation model
Fig. 10 presents the SAN synchronous model for the parallel implementation of
the Propagation Algorithm. SAN synchronous model is quite similar to SAN
asynchronous version. However, it is not necessary to consider a repository
buffer (automaton Buffer ), since the master node forces all slaves to finish
their tasks before it starts a new task distribution.
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Fig. 10. SAN synchronous model for the Propagation Algorithm

Since there is no buffer to store the slave results, which characterizes asynchronous model, master node is now responsible for reception of all packs
evaluated by the slaves. Hence, events r1 ..rN (automaton Master ) describe
this new behavior.
Additionally, synchronous model has all tasks in each phase finishing before
the distribution of next phase tasks. This behavior is indicated by local event
c, which has a functional rate (fc ) indicating that a new task distribution only
must start when all slaves are in idle state. Synchronizing event s describes a
new task distribution, i.e., the starting of a new phase.
5.2.1 Assigning parameters
All events, which do not have any change from asynchronous to synchronous
model, preserve their rates (up, down, s, and pi ). For the other ones, minimal
changes have been done. Event c is now a local event and it has a functional
rate (function fc indicated in Fig. 10), expressing the waiting for synchronized
distribution of new phase tasks.
Events s1 ..sN were replaced for just one synchronizing event s. Since event
s is related to a broadcast of new tasks, and inasmuch the time for a broadcast
is similar to an unicast, its rate was preserved.
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As the master node centralizes the receiving of all pack results, two or
more slaves can send their results to master at the same time. Hence, the
sending time of a slave declines drastically. Thus, rate of events r1 ..rN (α) are
now defined by:
1
(7)
α=
TP ∗ N

6

Performance indices

In order to validate the strategy of the implementation chosen and modeled
using SAN, some models were made altering some parameters, e.g., automaton
Buffer size, number of slices (tasks), and number of slaves. With the results
of those models, three kind of analysis could be done: synchronous vs. asynchronous; small buffer vs. large buffer; and fine grain vs. coarse grain. Despite
of having no doubt about which approach (synchronous or asynchronous) fits
better, the two models were solved and their theoretical results were compared.
Finally, the size of automaton Buffer and the granularity were analyzed.
6.1 Synchronous vs. Asynchronous
Fig. 11 presents a comparison between synchronous and asynchronous models,
observing the probability of a slave to be in T x state. First analysis about
synchronous model shows the probability of a slave to be (or trying to be)
transmitting gets higher while the number of slaves grows. This analysis
indicates that slaves stay more time transmitting, which is a coherent result,
whereas master node centralizes all the receives. The behavior in asynchronous
model is quite different. Up to five slaves, increasing the number of slaves do
not result in an increasing T x probability. This indicates an advantage for
asynchronous implementation, since slaves can effectively work more time in
parallel. We believe that it happens due to a smaller loss in transmission of
result packs.
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Fig. 11. Probability of slaves to be in T x state
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This analysis can be confirmed by looking at the probability of a slave to
be in P r state. As it can be seen in Fig. 12 (b), the probability of P r state
(computing tasks) decreases as the number of slaves grows in asynchronous
implementation.
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Fig. 12. Probability of slaves to be in P r state

Additionally, performance gains once again keep increasing up to five
slaves. This analysis do not indicate that we have a worse execution time
with more than five slaves, but at this point the speed up starts to decline.
The performance evaluation based on the SAN models indicates better results
for asynchronous implementation of the Propagation Algorithm. Therefore,
the next experiments will only consider asynchronous implementations.
6.2 Small buffer vs. Large buffer
For asynchronous model, an important parameter is the size of automaton
Buffer (master node waiting queue). Fig. 13 shows curves for asynchronous
model with fine and coarse grain.
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Fig. 13. Buffer size for asynchronous model
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In both cases, a small buffer (less than 10 positions) shows slaves remaining
too much time in T x state (waiting for buffer space) and, consequently, less
time calculating. On the other hand, increasing the buffer size indefinitely
does not result in a better performance. The best buffer size depends directly
on the number of slaves used. A 20-sized buffer seems to be enough using 2,
3, and 4 slaves. However, using more slaves, a larger buffer may be required,
e.g., a 40-sized buffer seems the most appropriated for 7 slaves. Therefore, for
the next experiments we will consider a 40-sized buffer.
As can be seen in Fig. 13, probabilities presented for 1-sized buffer are
almost the same as for synchronous model. This is a coherent result since
synchronous model could be approximated by an asynchronous model with
1-sized buffer.
6.3 Fine grain vs. Coarse grain
In parallel applications, the granularity is one of the most important features.
In our study, granularity is represented by the number of slices (N S) in which
the input image is partitioned. We use two different grains defined through
the number of slices allowed per node: coarse grain (2 slices per node) and
fine grain (3 slices per node).
Looking at Fig. 11 (b) and 12 (b), it is not possible to point out which
granularity is better. Using fine grain, slaves spent less time calculating (P r
state) and less time transmitting (T x state). On the other hand, using coarse
grain, the situation is the inverse.
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Fig. 14. Granularity for asynchronous model

In fact, the main aspect to identify the best granularity is related to automaton Master. For parallel implementation of the Propagation Algorithm
described in Section 4.2, it is clear that, if master spends too much time transmitting, it quickly becomes the bottleneck of the application. Based on this
assertion, the best granularity would be the one where master remains most
of its time in Rx state. Increasing the number of slave nodes (see Fig. 14 (a)),
master node remains more time receiving information with coarse grain. Such
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analysis can be confirmed in Fig. 14 (b) in which the probability of master to
be in T x state is presented. Therefore, from our asynchronous model, we can
assume that using coarse grain will result in a better speed up for the parallel
implementation.

7

Conclusion

The modeling of such parallel programs is greatly facilitated by SAN formalism
primitives. However, any other structured formalism, e.g., Stochastic Petri
Nets [7], Stochastic Activity Networks [18], and Process Algebra [11] could be
employed. Thus, according to the programmer previous experience, the use of
another formalism could be considered without any loss of generality. Balbo,
Donatelli and Franceschinis, for example, had use a quite similar approach
using SPN formalism [3]. In fact, the choice of SAN as modeling formalism
was somewhat driven by our own experience with previous modeling examples
[8]. Our main point is to show that the modeling of parallel programs can be
generalized according to a given structured formalism, which was Stochastic
Automata Networks for this paper.
The use of an automaton to describe each processing node (being a master
or slave) and the buffer automaton (for asynchronous models) or a single
synchronizing event (for synchronous models) seems quite intuitive. Such
simplicity is the greater advantage of our modeling technique.
The major drawback of this approach is the importance left to the parameterization phase, i.e., to the choice of rates for the model events. Much of the
accuracy of the model rely on the mapping of user known characteristics to
the rate numerical values of the events. In fact, the modeling technique may
only help the programmer by posing the questions of what event rates should
be informed. It remains on the programmer shoulders the burden of taking
all important parameters into account.
The great advantages in our technique are the normal benefits of having a
formal model for the application. The indication of possible bottlenecks may
help the programmer to pay more attention to those specific points during
the implementation. Results as those presented in the previous section may
clearly point out the better number of tasks according to the number of processing nodes. Such information about the best granularity may be useful to
a scheduler, or a processing node provider, to automatically choose how many
nodes in a cluster or grid should be allocated to a given application.
The obtained results for the models of the Propagation Algorithm were not
yet confirmed by a direct comparison with an actual implementation. Nevertheless, our results match the expectations of the algorithm programmers.
Thus, the comparison with actual implementations, and other modeling experiences, are the natural future works to pursue. Equally, we may foresee the
development of an user friendly tool to facilitate the construction of models
to programmers with few, or none, performance evaluation skills. Despite the
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lack of more extensive practical experiences, we believe that the use of SAN
analytical models for parallel implementations seems an useful and economic
viable helping theoretical tool to programmers.
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